《The Mysterious CEO》
92 Weird Conversation...
Next Weekend, when Si Li reached the cemetery, Mo Jiang was already waiting for
him. Last week, when Mo Jiang and Si Li met and Si Li told him that he would come
next weekend. However, he hadn't mentioned anything about the time, so Mo Jiang
came here early in the morning and wait for Si Li.
In fact, Si Li knew that he didn't mention the time and thought that Mo Jiang wouldn't
come, however, to his contradictory, Mo Jiang was already waiting for him.
In Si Li's life, Mo Jiang was the first person after the death of his mother, who cared
about him without expecting anything in return.
"Why are you late? Do you know, how long I've been waiting for you?" Mo Jiang
complaint.
"Where is Mo Jinnan? I brought chocolates for him?" Si Li ignored Mo Jiang's
question and took out the box of chocolates.
When Si Li ignored Mo Jiang's question, so how could Mo Jiang give the answer of Si
Li 's question?
Therefore, even Mo Jiang ignored Si Li's question and pointed at the place behind the
cemetery "Come on…There is the place, which I want to show you".
It seemed that both's nature was the same: ignored the questions of others and
straightaway tell your own point.
Si Li handed chocolates to Mo Jiang and followed after him.
After walking for 10 minutes, Mo Jiang and Si Li came near the river. It was a
beautiful river and no one was there.

There were rumours that the spirits of the dead person, who had buried here, came
near the river. So no one dared to come here.
In fact, Si Li also heard about it, but didn't believe in it. Same goes to Mo Jiang.

Mo Jiang put his hand on Si Li's shoulder "Take whatever time, you needed. I will be
waiting for you outside".
Mo Jiang turned back and went towards the cemetery without waiting for Si Li's reply.
Even though, Si Li had said that he wanted to cry, but he didn't cry. He sat there and
observed the scenery near the river.
One hour passed…
Two hours passed…
After five hours, Si Li came back towards the cemetery.
Mo Jiang was still waiting near his mother's grave.
Si Li went towards Mo Jiang and started asking the question "Why are you waiting
here? Why shouldn't you go back? Wouldn't Jinnan worry about you?"
However, would Mo Jiang give the answers of Si Li's questions?…
"Come on… Let's go and eat something. I am hungry" Mo Jiang again ignored Si Li's
question and went towards his car, where bodyguards were waiting for him.
Si Li and Mo Jiang's fathers were busy in their businesses and their mothers weren't in
this world, so no one was waiting for them in their home.
Whenever they went out, some bodyguards followed them without asking any
questions.
From that day, Si Li, Mo Jiang and Mo Jinnan became friends.
The weird conservation between Mo Jiang and Si Li were continued like this, ignoring
each others question and tell your own point. However, most of the time, they
understood each other without saying anything because they had suffered the same
kind of loneliness.
Compared to them, Mo Jinnan was lucky, because he had Si Li and Mo Jiang to take
care of him, as he was younger than Si Li and Mo Jiang.
Still, Si Li was also younger than Mo Jiang, so Mo Jiang took care of both of them, Si
Li and Mo Jinnan. However Si Li's nature was always cold and indifferent, therefore
most of the time, he didn't allow anyone to come closer to him.

However, Mo Jiang was persistent and therefore, Si Li's cold and indifferent nature
didn't work in front of Mo Jiang.
*****
Back to the present…
Si Li was sitting on the stool beside the bed, on which Mo Jiang was lying, and a drop
of tears fell from Si Li's eyes on the hand of Mo Jiang, in which a tube was inserted.
Si Li immediately came back into his senses. He turned his head to the other direction
and closed his eyes, again, he was trying to hide his tears.
After a while, Si Li controlled his emotions and again turned back Mo Jiang's side
"Don't worry, I will find the culprit within 3 months and make sure Jinnan settle down
with Miss Song. I have checked the background of Miss Song. She is a nice girl and
she will take care of Jinnan".
"Another reason for which I have come here…is" Si Li paused for few seconds to
control his emotions and then continued "I am giving you 3 months. If you won't wake
up in 3 months, I will kick you out of here".
After that, Si Li got up and went towards the door, however, he halted near the door
and said in a firm voice without looking back "Remember… You have only 3 months".
Afterwards, Si Li left…

